The victim has been identified as Glenn P. Pruett, 76, of Eugene. His family has been notified.
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-----Original Message-----
From: MASON Carolyn A
Sent: Saturday, November 01, 2014 12:41 PM
To: *Eugene Police News - Employees; *Eugene Police News - Media; *Eugene Police Department
Subject: Fatal Crash W. 7th and Charnelton

EUGENE POLICE NEWS RELEASE
November 1, 2014
Contact: After-hours Media Line

Fatal Crash at W. 7th and Charnelton

This morning Eugene Police investigated a fatal, single-vehicle crash that happened around 7:45 on W. 7th between Charnelton and Olive.

A van travelling east on W. 7th veered off the road and into a tree. The single occupant, a male in his 70s, is deceased. Speed does not appear to be a factor. The name of the victim is being withheld until his family is notified.

All four lanes of traffic were temporarily closed while the EPD Major Collision Investigation team responded to conduct the investigation. All lanes of traffic are now open to normal traffic flow.

Lt. Carolyn Mason
Eugene Police Department
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